In need of some vitamin sea?

BOOK YOUR GETAWAY WITH FUNJET VACATIONS.

When you book with Funjet, we focus on the small things to ensure you can focus on maximizing your fun. Our team includes an established network of folks on the ground to assist in every way possible. 24-hours a day. Plus, you can customize your getaway with private transfer options and tons of excursions. And with your trip shaping up to be pretty amazing, we make sure nothing can ruin it by offering vacation protection starting at $40 per person.

Get ready to explore a different side of Mexico. The Vallarta-Nayarit region delivers when it comes to amped up fun with a laid-back vibe. Mountainous jungles, cultural towns and long stretches of beach make every day seem like a picturesque scene from a movie.

Visit FunjetAgent.com for more information and to book your clients' Vallarta-Nayarit getaway.
**PUERTO VALLARTA**
Get that city square feel without the hustle and bustle of traffic. Visitors take to their feet on the Malecón boardwalk to breathe in all the art galleries, quaint restaurants and shops since the area is closed to motorized traffic. At night, the area becomes an energetic dance floor, bursting with opportunities to step out for an evening of fun.

**RIVIERA NAYARIT**
Got a competitive spirit? Riviera Nayarit is known for its designer golf courses, where visitors of varying skill levels take to the ocean-side greens. If you’re more of a solo athlete, you might fancy a strength-testing paddle board excursion. Be sure to make a pit stop in the small fishing town, Bucerias, for fish tacos and a refreshing beer.

**PUNTA MITA**
Punta Mita is a romance novel come to life. Explore Sayulita, a vibrant surfing town splattered in color, then duck into a local seaside restaurant for the freshest lunch around. Check out the eclectic art scene before watching the sunset break like an egg across the sky, capping off the perfect day. Celebrities have been spotted in Punta Mita and resorts have expanded in this area in recent years, so you can be sure that this hideaway won’t stay hidden for long.

**MISMALOYA**
Find the best of both worlds in Mismaloya, where lovely beaches and local hospitality make for a quintessential day by the sea. Post up on the beach for an afternoon of sun bathing, then get dolled up for a fancy dinner in the nearby downtown area of Puerto Vallarta. With a mix of adventure, culture and relaxation, Mismaloya is suited for travelers who want to balance their days hanging on the beach and exploring the nearby downtown area of Puerto Vallarta.

Ready to getaway? Contact (insert travel agency) today to book with Funjet Vacations.